2022 Leisure ATV and Side-by-Side

ENJOY
Discover your world.
Nothing else feels quite so good as the total
sense of freedom that comes with every
Yamaha leisure vehicle. You’ll be able to
discover many remote places that are out
of bounds to most other vehicles – and fully
appreciate the world around you.

With their impressive all terrain performance
as well as user-friendly technology and
outstanding ride comfort, the class-leading
Grizzly ATVs can help you discover the
wonders of the off road world – while the
Wolverine 4-seat and 2-seat Side-by-Side
models enable you to share the experience
with family and friends.

Features include the industry-leading
Ultramatic automatic transmission with
all-wheel engine braking for a smooth and
confident ride – as well as Yamaha’s highly
acclaimed On-Command® system that puts
you in full control by making it easy to switch
between 2WD and 4WD.

The Yamaha Difference

4WD
With Yamaha’s On-Command® system, you can switch from 2WD
to 4WD on-the-fly, a great advantage that means you can enjoy
seamless – and almost instant - transition from cruising to climbing.
This Yamaha-exclusive system is activated by a simple button on the
handle bar of Utility and Leisure ATV’s - and with an ergonomic dial
knob on SxS models.

Electric Power Steering
Yamaha’s speed-sensitive EPS system greatly reduces the physical
effort of steering while also assisting the rider control the ATV or
Side-by-Side when encountering bumps and stones along the way.
This extra comfort is particularly noticeable on longer working days.

Differential Lock
On selected Utility ATV models and all Leisure and SxS models, the
Yamaha On-Command® system also features a Differential Lock
which acts on the front wheels to give added traction in extreme
conditions.

CVT-type transmission
Yamaha’s Ultramatic transmission automatically provides the
optimum drive ratio so instant power is always available. A sprag
clutch engages when slowing down, giving downhill engine braking
to the driven wheels, for controlled descents.

Independent Suspension
All Yamaha Utility and Leisure ATVs - and all Side-by-Side models
- have double A-arm independent front suspension as well as
independent rear suspension. All our shock absorbers feature an
adjustable spring pre-load facility and selected SxS models are also
equipped with adjustable damping. These features help to easily
adjust the machine to suit your personal riding style or cargo load
and to fine-tune the suspension set-up for optimum performance.

Electronic Fuel Injection
The Yamaha EFI system works with a micro-computer to ensure that
a precisely metered flow of fuel/air mixture enters the engine’s
combustion chamber at all times and under all conditions, to deliver
an optimised mix of smooth power and economy.

Gearbox drive selection
The CVT drive line features Manual selection for Forward and
Reverse. Including a High and Low ratio options for the forward
gears as well as a Park position which mechanically locks the
gearbox to prevent the wheels turning.

Reimagine everything.

Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 SE
Discover the top-of-the-line Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 SE (Special Edition) and
live not just a new experience, but a revelation! This amazing 4-seat powerhouse
will take you and your friends to explore terrain you never thought possible, with
automotive-style comfort and confidence-giving control. #DRIVENBYFREEDOM
With impressive terrain-handling comes smooth power from our 999cc engine
and push-button D-mode control with 3 Drive positions - Sport, Trail and Crawl.
Add Special Edition paint, a factory-fitted Warn winch, colour-matched wheels,
aggressive Maxxis Carnage tyres - and you begin to see the picture.

Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 SE - SxS

The Wolverine® RMAX™ 1000 family follows our development philosophy of
“Jin-Ki Kanno” – which translates from Japanese as “The exhilaration of being one
with the machine” – bringing you a super-capable off-roader, in which driver and
passengers feel confident to master and enjoy the very toughest terrain.

Low Gloss Black

Four seats plus cargo

Powerful 999cc 2-cylinder Engine

Imposing and aggressive SE styling

Advanced, comfort-focused suspension

This is the most versatile machine in its class.
It seats 1 - 4 adults plus cargo and features an
ingenious extra storage ability. By folding and
sliding the rear seats forward, the rear area can
then securely transport up to 272 kgs with its
multiple steel tie-down points. A built in 2-inch
receiver is also fitted and ready to tow a full 907
kg load.

The stunning power of the 999cc, DOHC, 8-valve,
parallel twin-cylinder engine delivers classleading, ultra-smooth performance across the
power band - and with the red line at 8,500 rpm,
aggressive and spirited riding is what this machine
is all about. For complete peace of mind, our
legendary durability and reliability is the hallmark
of every Yamaha engine.

The Wolverine® RMAX™4 SE blends next-level
capability with an imposing appearance, thanks to
its special SE colour scheme, aggressive frontend design and rugged Dirt Commander tyres.
The stealthy front LED headlights and “evil eye”
marker lights add more to its distinctive looks,
while the LED taillight, brake light, and reverse
light provide added visibility.

The heavy-duty suspension is designed to provide
a great handling blend: maximum articulation in
low-speed situations - a balanced feel when trail
riding - and maximum bottoming resistance with
a higher-speed damping feel when maneuvering
aggressively. The wide-arc A-arms paired with
easily adjustable FOX shocks provide the perfect
front and rear combination.

Reimagine everything.

Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000
Share your adventures in the comfort of a class-leading, automotive-inspired cabin
with full 4-seat versatility. The unmatched power of Yamaha’s 999cc parallel-twin
engine is partnered by great handling and adjustable suspension, so you can go
off-road exploring in real style. #DRIVENBYFREEDOM

The Wolverine® RMAX™ 1000 family follows our development philosophy of
“Jin-Ki Kanno” – which translates from Japanese as “The exhilaration of being one
with the machine” – to bring you a super-capable off-roader, in which driver and
passengers feel confident to master the very toughest terrain.

Armor Grey / Yellow

Four seats plus cargo

Powerful 999cc 2-cylinder Engine

Imposing and aggressive styling

Advanced, Comfort-Focused Suspension

This is one of the most versatile machines in its
class. It seats 1 - 4 adults plus cargo and features
an ingenious extra storage ability. By folding and
sliding the rear seats forward, the rear area can
then securely transport up to 272 kgs with its
multiple steel tie-down points. A built in 2-inch
receiver is also fitted and ready to tow a full 907
kg load.

The stunning power of the 999cc, DOHC, 8-valve,
parallel twin-cylinder engine delivers classleading, ultra-smooth performance across the
power band - and with the red line at 8,500 rpm,
aggressive and spirited riding is what this machine
is all about. For complete peace of mind, our
legendary durability and reliability is the hallmark
of every Yamaha engine.

The Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 blends next-level
capability with an imposing appearance, thanks
to its eye-catching colours, aggressive front-end
design and rugged Dirt Commander tyres. The
stealthy front LED headlights and “evil eye”
marker lights add even more to its distinctive
looks, while the LED taillight, brake light, and
reverse light provide added visibility.

The heavy-duty suspension is designed to provide
a great handling blend: maximum articulation in
low-speed situations - a balanced feel when trail
riding - and maximum bottoming resistance with
a higher-speed damping feel when maneuvering
aggressively. The wide-arc A-arms paired with
easily adjustable FOX shocks provide the perfect
front and rear combination.

The unit depicted in these images is equipped with optional Yamaha Genuine Accessories.

Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 - SxS

The Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 offers unprecedented style and comfort, but
also expands your horizons, enabling you to take friends and family out for an
exhilarating day of all-terrain adventures. New experiences will be easier to find
too, thanks to the amazing on-board features and sophisticated control systems.

Reimagine everything.

Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 SE
This Special Edition version of the Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 is ready to exceed
your expectations with its powerful 999cc engine, unique D-Mode feature with
Sport, Trail, and Crawl modes, Yamaha’s exclusive Ultramatic® transmission,
factory-installed WARN winch and aggressive Maxxis Carnivore tyres.
#DRIVENBYFREEDOM
Yamaha’s long experience and knowledge of creating machines with a wide range
of capabilities has influenced our development teams to create a striking Special
Edition model of our next-generation off-road adventurer – This Side-by-Side
knows how to deliver and surprise to the max.

Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 SE - SxS

The Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 Special Edition follows our development
philosophy of “Jin-Ki Kanno” – which translates from the Japanese as ”the
exhilaration of being one with the machine”. The result is a super-capable offroader, in which both driver and passenger feel confident to master the very
toughest terrain.

Low Gloss Black

Powerful 999cc parallel twin engine

Imposing and aggressive SE styling

Advanced, comfort-focused suspension

3 drive modes - 1 ultra- versatile machine

The stunning power of the 999cc, DOHC, 8-valve,
parallel twin-cylinder engine delivers classleading, ultra-smooth performance across the
power band - and with the red line at 8,500 rpm,
aggressive and spirited riding is what this machine
is all about. For complete peace of mind, our
legendary durability and reliability is the hallmark
of every Yamaha engine.

The unique character of this SE model shines
through, blending next-level capability with an
imposing appearance, thanks to its special colour
scheme, aggressive front-end design and rugged
tyres. The stealthy front LED headlights and “evil
eye” marker lights add more to its distinctive
looks, while the LED tail, brake and reverse lights
provide excellent visibility.

The heavy-duty suspension is designed to provide
a great handling blend: maximum articulation in
low-speed situations - a balanced feel when trail
riding - and maximum bottoming resistance with
a higher-speed damping feel when maneuvering
aggressively. The wide-arc A-arms paired with
easily adjustable front and rear FOX shocks help
create this ideal set-up.

Yamaha’s Chip Controlled Throttle (YCC-T) works
with our Ultramatic® transmission and OnCommand systems to give perfect power delivery
in any situation, via its 3-position D-Mode (Drive
Mode) control. Choose Sports Mode for wide
spaces and spirited driving - Trail Mode for a
fun, relaxed ride – or Crawl Mode for slow-speed
technical tasks like rock crawling.

Reimagine everything.

Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000
Take your adventures to new and challenging extremes with this versatile twinseat all-terrain warrior. Its powerful 999cc engine, great handling, adjustable
suspension and automotive-inspired cockpit mean you can go off-road exploring in
a remarkable new world of style and comfort. #DRIVENBYFREEDOM

The Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 follows our development philosophy of “Jin-Ki
Kanno” – which translates from the Japanese as ”the exhilaration of being one
with the machine”. The result is a super-capable off-roader, in which both driver
and passenger feel confident to master the very toughest terrain.

Armor Grey / Yellow

Powerful 999cc parallel twin engine

Imposing and aggressive styling

Advanced, comfort-focused suspension

Versatile cargo facilities

The stunning power of the 999cc, DOHC, 8-valve,
parallel twin-cylinder engine delivers classleading, ultra-smooth performance across the
power band - and with the red line at 8,500 rpm,
aggressive and spirited riding is what this machine
is all about. For complete peace of mind, our
legendary durability and reliability is the hallmark
of every Yamaha engine.

The Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 blends next-level
capability with an imposing appearance, thanks
to its eye-catching colour, aggressive front-end
design and rugged tyres. The stealthy front
LED headlights and “Evil Eye” marker lights add
even more to its distinctive looks, while the LED
taillight, brake light, and reverse light provide
added visibility.

The heavy-duty suspension is designed to provide
a great handling blend: maximum articulation in
low-speed situations - a balanced feel when trail
riding - and maximum bottoming resistance with
a higher-speed damping feel when maneuvering
aggressively. The wide-arc A-arms paired with
easily adjustable FOX® shocks provide the
perfect front and rear combination.

The Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 features a tilting
cargo bed to simplify hauling duties. Built with
hydraulic assistance and a robust latch system,
the bed transports up to 272 kg with multiple
steel tie-down points to secure cargo or attach
accessories. Add in a full 907 kg of towing
capacity through a standard 2-inch receiver, and
the Wolverine® is ready to get to work whenever
you are.

Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 - SxS

Yamaha’s long experience and knowledge of creating machines with a wide range
of capabilities has influenced our development teams to create this striking new
next-generation off-road adventurer. This Side-by-Side knows how to deliver and
surprise to the max.

4-seater fun with
2-seater agility.

Wolverine X4 850
The Wolverine® X4 850 is built to take 4 full-sized adults across extreme terrain
- and with its high-torque engine and compact chassis, this user-friendly SxS gives
you capability, comfort and confidence! For 2022 the upgrades are a Sun Roof and
adjustable Piggy back front shock-absorber. #DRIVENBYFREEDOM
The Wolverine® X4’s powerful 850cc parallel twin-cylinder engine produces
impressive torque for easy low-speed mastery of technical terrain, while the
smooth-running Ultramatic® transmission and our switchable On-Command drive
system with 2WD/4WD/Diff-lock give you even more confidence and control!

Armor Grey / Yellow

Powerful 850cc twin cylinder engine

Compact and agile chassis

Quiet and comfortable interior

Self-leveling rear shocks

The 850cc parallel twin cylinder engine produces
high levels of linear torque, giving the X4 the
ability to carry 4 full-sized adults and their cargo
across technical and hilly landscapes with ease.
Power delivery is potent across the speed range
but a special ECU mapping gives even smoother
power and control at low speed.

Form really follows function in the versatile
Wolverine X4. Its compact chassis features a short
wheelbase of only 2,125mm, so with the ROPS
(Roll Over Protection System) which is sleek and
narrow - allowing for better all-round visibility
– this machine is great on tight trails. The wider
door design makes for even easier access.

We’ve gone to great lengths to make sure that
you and your passengers are able to enjoy a quiet
and relaxing ride. The large volume intake and
exhaust systems drastically reduce engine noise
and make conversations between occupants easy
to hear - while the rubber engine mounts and
extensive chassis insulation minimize footboard
vibration.

Whether riding solo or with passengers and
cargo, the self-levelling rear suspension makes
sure every journey is comfortable. This intelligent
system helps to maintain a consistent ride
height that enhances the overall ride quality and
provides excellent ground contact for maximum
grip – optimizing the advantage of the impressive
27” Dirt Commander tyres.

The unit depicted on the images shown is equipped with optional Yamaha Genuine Accessories

Wolverine X4 850 - SxS

With high-back seats that easily accommodate 4 adults, this is one of the most
comfortable ways to get out and explore the far horizons with your friends. Its
compact chassis gives outstanding levels of agility and maneuverability in all types
of terrain and conditions.

Share your adventures.

Wolverine X2 850 Alu
The Wolverine® X2 850, with its short wheelbase, high torque engine and compact
chassis, is built to take you and your passenger across extreme terrain. With it’s
exciting ergonomic design, this user-friendly SxS delivers even more comfort with
its capability. #DRIVENBYFREEDOM

Camouflage

Featuring high-back seats for 2 adults this machine delivers true comfort. The
compact chassis gives outstanding agility and maneuverability - and the powerful
torque of the 850cc engine offers easy low-speed control.

Armor Grey / Yellow

Powerful 850cc twin cylinder engine

Compact and agile chassis

Quiet and comfortable interior

KYB Piggy-Back Shocks front & rear

The 850cc parallel twin cylinder engine produces
high levels of linear torque, giving the Wolverine
X2 850 the ability to carry 2 full-sized adults and
their cargo across technical and hilly landscapes
with ease. Power delivery is potent across the
speed range and a special ECU mapping gives
even smoother power and control at low speed.

Form really follows function in the versatile
Wolverine X2 850. Its compact chassis features
a short wheelbase of only 2125mm, so with the
ROPS (Roll Over Protection System) which is sleek
and narrow - allowing for better all-round visibility
– this machine is great on tight trails. The wider
door design makes for even easier access.

We’ve gone to great lengths to make sure that
you and your passenger are able to enjoy a quiet
and relaxing ride. The large volume intake and
exhaust systems drastically reduce engine noise
and make conversations between occupants easy
to hear - while the rubber engine mountings and
extensive chassis insulation minimize footboard
vibration.

The suspension can be tuned to your personal
preference - and terrain conditions - with the KYB
gas-charged Piggy-Back shocks. These top spec
units, with their Hi and Low speed compression
and single rebound adjustment, provide excellent
ground contact for maximum grip – optimizing
the advantage of the impressive 27” Dirt
Commander tyres.

The unit depicted on the images shown is equipped with optional Yamaha Genuine Accessories

Wolverine X2 850 Alu - SxS

With a smooth-running Ultramatic® transmission and our switchable OnCommand® drive system with 2WD/4WD/Diff-lock, the Wolverine X2 850 gives
you ultimate confidence and control!

A force of nature.

Grizzly 700 EPS SE
For all you #DRIVENBYFREEDOM enthusiasts who look for a machine with unique
touches, the Grizzly 700 EPS Alu SE is the Special Edition of our toughest, compact
off-roader. With its gutsy 686cc engine and rugged chassis, this Grizzly gives you
more freedom to explore - on the trail, through the hills or deep in the woods.
Yamaha’s industry-leading Ultramatic® transmission automatically selects the
optimum gearing for all types of terrain, while the natural all-wheel engine
braking gives huge confidence in downhill descents – and the On-Command®
drive system allows you to switch seamlessly between 2WD, 4WD and Diff-lock at
the push of a button.

Grizzly 700 EPS SE - ATV

Electronic Power Steering gives a natural feedback for enhanced comfort and
control – and with its 4-wheel disc brake system and adjustable independent
suspension, the super-tough Grizzly 700 EPS Alu SE (Special Edition) is ready to
take on the most challenging terrain. Discover this true force of nature.

Low Gloss Black

MK II 686cc SOHC engine

Ultramatic® transmission

Independent suspension, disc brakes

On-Command® drive system

Yamaha’s biggest leisure ATV is driven by a
high-performance, large capacity engine that
delivers class-leading torque and power. The 2nd
generation MK II 686cc 4-valve SOHC engine is
equipped with the latest EFI throttle body as well
as fine-tuned ECU mapping and refined tolerances
that ensure low fuel consumption, high levels of
torque and smooth engine. performance.

Equipped with High, Low, Reverse, Neutral
and Park modes, Yamaha’s industry-leading
Ultramatic® automatic transmission is one of
the most durable and efficient CVT systems. Its
instant-reaction gearing is designed to tackle the
toughest terrain, and the natural feel of the allwheel engine braking gives you added confidence
and control on downhill runs.

The Grizzly 700 EPS Alu SE’s independent
suspension system uses nitrogen gas shocks that
are adjustable for preload, allowing the rider to
run various settings to suit differing loads. This
is also the only model in its class featuring four
wheel hydraulic disc brakes, for outstanding
braking performance with plenty of feel.

The intelligent On-Command® drive system
features a convenient push-button control
that allows you to switch seamlessly and
instantaneously from 2WD to 4WD and back. By
pressing a button on the right-side handlebar you
can select 2WD, 4WD or 4WD with Diff-lock to
optimize the Grizzly’s performance in changing
terrain and weather conditions.

A force of nature.

Grizzly 700 EPS Alu
For all you #DRIVENBYFREEDOM off-road enthusiasts who don’t like boundaries:
the Grizzly 700 EPS Alu is the partner to have on your side. With its gutsy 686cc
engine and rugged chassis, the class-leading Grizzly is one of the world’s toughest
compact off-roaders - giving you more freedom to explore.

Olive Green

Camouflage

Yamaha’s industry-leading Ultramatic® transmission automatically selects the
optimum gearing for all types of terrain, while the natural all-wheel engine
braking gives confident downhill descents – and the On-Command® drive system
allows you to switch seamlessly between 2WD, 4WD and Diff-lock at the push of a
button.

Armor Grey / Yellow

MK II 686cc SOHC engine

Ultramatic® transmission

Independent suspension, disc brakes

On-Command® drive system

Yamaha’s biggest leisure ATV is driven by a
high-performance, large capacity engine that
delivers class-leading torque and power. The 2nd
generation MK II 686cc 4-valve SOHC engine is
equipped with the latest EFI throttle body as well
as fine-tuned ECU mapping and refined tolerances
that ensure low fuel consumption, high levels of
torque and smooth engine performance.

Equipped with High, Low, Reverse, Neutral
and Park modes, Yamaha’s industry-leading
Ultramatic® automatic transmission is one of
the most durable and efficient CVT systems. Its
instant-reaction gearing is designed to tackle the
toughest terrain, and the natural feel of the allwheel engine braking gives you added confidence
and control on downhill runs.

The Grizzly 700 EPS Alu’s independent suspension
system uses nitrogen gas shocks that are
adjustable for preload, allowing the rider to run
various settings to suit differing loads. This is also
the only model in its class featuring four wheel
hydraulic disc brakes, for outstanding braking
performance with plenty of feel.

The intelligent On-Command® drive system
features a convenient push-button control
that allows you to switch seamlessly and
instantaneously from 2WD to 4WD and back. By
pressing a button on the right-side handlebar you
can select 2WD, 4WD or 4WD with Diff-lock to
optimize the Grizzly’s performance in changing
terrain and weather conditions.

The unit depicted in these images is equipped with optional Yamaha Genuine Accessories.

Grizzly 700 EPS Alu - ATV

Electronic Power Steering gives a natural feedback for enhanced comfort and
control – and with its 4-wheel disc brake system and adjustable independent
suspension, the Grizzly 700 EPS Alu is ready to take on the most challenging
terrain – it’s a true force of nature.

Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 SE / Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 Accessories

Soft Side Covers

Soft Rear Window

Hard Cab Front Door Kit

Hard Cab Rear Door Kit

Polyethylene Sun top

B4J-F17B0-V0-00

B4J-K750A-V0-00

B4M-K85A0-V0-00

B4J-K85A0-V0-00

B4J-K84A0-V0-00

Glass Windshield with Wiper and
Washer System
B4J-F83J0-T0-00

Flip up Glass Rear Window

Rear Cargo Box

Folding Polycarbonate Windshield

Front Skid Plate

Front Brush Guard

Front A-Arm Guards

B4J-K750A-T0-00

BG4-F83P0-V0-00

B4M-F83J0-V0-00

B4J-F84N0-V0-00

B4J-F84L0-V0-00

B4J-F31A0-V0-00

Rear A-Arm Guards

Rear Brush Guard

Skid Plate

Rock Sliders

60W Led light bar 15”

LED Light Spot

B4J-F21A0-V0-00

B4J-F85E0-V0-00

B4J-F84P0-V0-00

B4J-F11D0-V0-00

BG4-H4104-V0-00

2HC-H4104-V0-00

High Output HALO LED Light Bar
(27”)

Interior Footwell Light Kit

Explorer Side Mirror

Wolverine Cab Heater Kit

Plough Arm

B4J-H54C0-V0-00

ACC-MIREX-00-BK

B4J-K75L0-V0-00

42S-F85A0-V0-00

VRX Winch with Wire Rope by
WARN®

2HC-H4104-T0-00

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

DBY-10260-30-00

Grizzly 700 EPS SE / Grizzly 700 EPS Accessories

Windshield

Heavy Duty Rear Grab Bar

Front Bash Plate

Rear Bash Plate

Middle Bash Plate

Plastic Glide Plate

2UD-F83J0-V0-00

B16-F85E0-V0-00

B16-E84C0-V0-00

2BG-F147F-01-00

ATV-3B400-00-15

B16-F84N0-V0-00

ATV Overfenders Kit

Rear Rack Extension

Rear Storage Box

Rear Cargo Box

Fender Bag

ATV Storage Cover

2UD-F15E0-V1-00

B16-F48A0-V0-00

DBY-ACC56-00-71

B16-F83P0-T0-00

ABA-FENDB-AG-BK

ATV-COVER-02-00

ATV Seat Heater by Heat Demon®

Heated Grips

Spot Light Kit

WARN® Neoprene Winch Cover

B16-H29A0-V0-00

ABA-2HR35-10-00

VRX Winch with Wire Rope by
WARN®

WARN® Wireless Remote Control

DBY-ACC56-00-48

YME-90288-00-00

YME-71980-00-00

WARN® Winching Accessory Kit

Trailer Hitch

Alloy Rim Front 8”x12”

Alloy Rim Rear 10”x12”

Alloy Rim Front and Rear 10”x14”

Yamaha Cam Buckles Tie-downs

YME-88915-00-00

B3D-F28M0-V0-00

B32-F5168-10-00

B32-F5338-10-00

B4F-F5168-40-00

ACC-0SS58-40-28

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

Build your dream collection
with the free MyGarage
app
The MyGarage app is the best way to build
your dream collection of Yamaha ATVs and
Side-by-Sides – and it’s totally free and
available for both iOS and Android! Download
the app and you’re ready to start creating
your very own personalized Yamaha.
With MyGarage you can add or remove a wide
range of Genuine Options accessories and
view the vehicle from any angle.
Once you’ve created your dream ATV or
Side-by-Side you can save them and share
with friends – and when you’ve made the final
decision on which version is right for you,
simply send it to your Yamaha dealer who will
turn it into reality.

Get it on

Specifications
Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000 SE

Wolverine® RMAX™4 1000

Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000 SE
Parallel Twin, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, DOHC

Engine
Engine type

Parallel Twin, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, DOHC

Parallel Twin, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, DOHC

Displacement

999cc

999cc

999cc

Bore x stroke

93.0 mm x 73,5 mm

93.0 mm x 73,5 mm

93.0 mm x 73,5 mm

Compression ratio

11.2 : 1

11.2 : 1

11.2 : 1

Lubrication system

Dry sump

Dry sump

Dry sump

Mikuni fuel injection with dual 48mm throttle bodies plus YCC-T and
D-mode

Mikuni fuel injection with dual 48mm throttle bodies

Mikuni fuel injection with dual 48mm throttle bodies plus YCC-T and
D-mode

Fuel system
Ignition system

TCI

TCI

TCI

Starter system

Electric

Electric

Electric

Transmission system

Yamaha Ultramatic® CVT automatic V-belt

Yamaha Ultramatic® CVT automatic V-belt

Yamaha Ultramatic® CVT automatic V-belt

On-Command® 2WD, 4WD, 4WD with Diff-lock

On-Command® 2WD, 4WD, 4WD with Diff-lock

On-Command® 2WD, 4WD, 4WD with Diff-lock

Shaft

Shaft

Shaft

Front suspension system

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 361 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 361 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 361 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Rear suspension system

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 337 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 337 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 429 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Drive system
Final transmission

Chassis

Front brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc

Rear brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc, Shaft mounted parking brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc, Shaft mounted parking brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc, Shaft mounted parking brake

Front tyres

29 x 9.00R-14 Maxxis® Carnage™

AT29 x 9-14 GBC® Dirt Commander®

30 x 10.00R-14 Maxxis® Carnivore™

Rear tyres

29 x 11.00R-14 Maxxis® Carnage™

AT29 x 11-14 GBC® Dirt Commander®

30 x 10.00R-14 Maxxis® Carnivore™

Overall length

3,255 mm

3,255 mm

3,030 mm

Overall width

1,677 mm

1,677 mm

1,680 mm

Overall height

2,110 mm

2,110 mm

1,975 mm

Wheelbase

2,290 mm

2,290 mm

2,202 mm

Dimensions

Min. turning radius
Minimum ground clearance
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)

6m

6m

6m

340 mm

340 mm

350 mm

930 kg

930 kg

930 kg

Fuel tank capacity

35 litres

35 litres

35 litres

Oil tank capacity

5.5 litres

5.5 litres

5.5 litres

Seat height

872 mm

872 mm

872 mm

Cargo bed

272 kg

272 kg

272 kg

Front rack

n/a

n/a

n/a

Rear rack

n/a

n/a

n/a

Loading limits

Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislation.

Wolverine® RMAX™2 1000

Wolverine X4 850

Wolverine X2 850 Alu
Parallel Twin, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, DOHC

Engine
Engine type

Parallel Twin, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, DOHC

Parallel Twin, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, DOHC

Displacement

999cc

847cc

847cc

Bore x stroke

93.0 mm x 73,5 mm

82.0 mm x 80.2 mm

82.0 mm x 80.2 mm

Compression ratio

11.2 : 1

10.5 : 1

10.5 : 1

Lubrication system

Dry sump

Dry sump

Dry sump
Mikuni fuel injection with Drive by wire, dual 36mm throttle bodies

Fuel system

Mikuni fuel injection with dual 48mm throttle bodies

Mikuni fuel injection with Drive by wire, dual 36mm throttle bodies

Ignition system

TCI

TCI

TCI

Starter system

Electric

Electric

Electric

Transmission system

Yamaha Ultramatic® CVT automatic V-belt

Yamaha Ultramatic® CVT automatic V-belt

Yamaha Ultramatic® CVT automatic V-belt

On-Command® 2WD, 4WD, 4WD with Diff-lock

On-Command® 2WD, 4WD, 4WD with Diff-lock

On-Command® 2WD, 4WD, 4WD with Diff-lock

Shaft

Shaft

Shaft

Front suspension system

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 361 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 221 mm of
wheel travel. KYB Piggy back shocks with threaded spring preload,
Hi &, Low speed compression and rebound adjustment.

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 221 mm of
wheel travel with spring preload adjustability, Hi &, Low speed
compression and rebound adjustment, KYB Piggy back shocks with
threaded spring preload

Rear suspension system

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 429 mm of
wheel travel /FOX QS3 piggy back

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 226 mm of
wheel travel with self-leveling shock absorbers

Independent Double Wishbone with Anti-Sway Bar, 236 mm of
wheel travel KYB Piggy back shocks with threaded spring preload, Hi
&, Low speed compression and rebound adjustment.

Drive system
Final transmission

Chassis

Front brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc

Dual hydraulic disc

Rear brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc, Shaft mounted parking brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc, Shaft mounted parking brake

Dual hydraulic disc, Shaft mounted parking brake

Front tyres

AT30 x 10-14 GBC® Dirt Commander 2.0®

27”Dirt Commander tyres / 12” Aluminium rims

27”Dirt Commander tyres / 12” Aluminium rims

Rear tyres

AT30 x 10-14 GBC® Dirt Commander 2.0®

27”Dirt Commander tyres / 12” Aluminium rims

27”Dirt Commander tyres / 12” Aluminium rims

Overall length

3,030 mm

3,100 mm

2,920 mm

Overall width

1,680 mm

1,580 mm

1,580 mm

Overall height

1,975 mm

1,973 mm

1,913 mm

Wheelbase

2,202 mm

2,125 mm

2,125 mm

Dimensions

Min. turning radius
Minimum ground clearance
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)

6m

4.5 m

4.5 m

350 mm

286 mm

293 mm
719.5 kg

930 kg

754 kg

Fuel tank capacity

35 litres

35 litres

35 litres

Oil tank capacity

5.5 litres

4.4 litres

4.4 litres

Seat height

872 mm

n/a

n/a

Cargo bed

272 kg

272 kg

272 kg

Front rack

n/a

n/a

n/a

Rear rack

n/a

n/a

n/a

Loading limits

Specifications
Grizzly 700 EPS SE

Grizzly 700 EPS Alu

4-valves, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, SOHC, Single cylinder

4-valves, 4-stroke, Liquid-cooled, SOHC, Single cylinder

Engine
Engine type
Displacement

686cc

686cc

Bore x stroke

102.0 mm x 84.0 mm

102.0 mm x 84.0 mm

Compression ratio

10.0 : 1

10.0 : 1

Lubrication system

Wet sump

Wet sump

Electronic Fuel Injection

Electronic Fuel Injection

Fuel system
Ignition system

TCI

TCI

Starter system

Electric

Electric

L/H/N/R/P, Ultramatic® V-belt with front- and rear wheel engine
braking

L/H/N/R/P, Ultramatic® V-belt with front- and rear wheel engine
braking

On-Command® 2WD/4WD/diff-lock

On-Command® 2WD/4WD/diff-lock

Shaft

Shaft

Front suspension system

193 mm wheel travel, 5 position preload adjustment, Independent
double wishbone

193 mm wheel travel, 5 position preload adjustment, Independent
double wishbone

Rear suspension system

232 mm wheel travel, 5 position preload adjustment, Independent
double wishbone

232 mm wheel travel, 5 position preload adjustment, Independent
double wishbone

Transmission system
Drive system
Final transmission

Chassis

Front brake

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc

Dual ventilated hydraulic disc

Rear brake

Ventilated Hydraulic Disc, left hand/right foot operation

Ventilated Disc, left hand/right foot operation

Front tyres

Maxxis 27” Zilla tires 27x 10-14, aluminium wheels

Maxxis MU19 AT26x8-12, E marked, aluminium wheels

Rear tyres

Maxxis 27” Zilla tires 27x 10-14, aluminium wheels

Maxxis MU19, AT26x10-12, E marked, aluminium wheels

Dimensions
Overall length

2,070 mm

2,070 mm

Overall width

1,230 mm

1,230 mm

Overall height

1,253 mm

1,253 mm

Seat height

930 mm

918 mm

Wheelbase

1,253 mm

1,253 mm

300 mm

288 mm

Minimum ground clearance
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)
Min. turning radius

n/a

n/a

3.5 m

3.5 m

Fuel tank capacity

18 litres

18 litres

Oil tank capacity

2.6 litres

2.6 litres

Loading limits
Front rack

50 kg

50 kg

Rear rack

90 kg

90 kg

Cargo bed

n/a

n/a

Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislation.

Your search for adventure
starts here
Inside every one of us there is a real spirit of
adventure and a burning desire to find out
what’s over the next horizon. And with this
innate thirst for discovery, there is no limit to
what you can achieve and how far you can go.
Yamaha’s 360 degree line up of products
enables you to enjoy and share a seamless
range of quality experiences on land, water or
snow. And to help you find out what really revs
your heart, Yamaha has created a specialist
adventure portal that gives you instant access
to an exciting, surprising and rewarding new
world.
Destination Yamaha Motor is a global online
travel platform that gives every thrill-seeker the
opportunity to get their adrenaline pumping
and make new memories that will last forever.
Working with key approved travel partners,
Destination Yamaha Motor enables you to
search online for the ultimate adventure be
it on a motorcycle, a 4-wheeler, a boat or a
snowmobile.
With a truly diverse selection of trips on offer,
you can find a new experience that broadens
your horizons and takes you out of your comfort
zone – and you can be sure that every provider
has been checked and approved by Destination
Yamaha Motor, meaning that you can book with
total confidence.
Visit https://destination-yamaha-motor.eu/ now
and make an exciting new tomorrow with us.

Follow us on:

Dealer

Yamaha Motor Europe N.V.
Koolhovenlaan 101
1119NC SCHIPHOL-RIJK
P.O.Box 75033
1117 ZN Schiphol
The Netherlands
+31 20 6546000

ATVs with engines up to 50cc are recommended for use only by riders 6 years and older and always with adult supervision.
ATVs with engines of 70 to 90cc are recommended only for use by riders 12 years and older, and always under adult
supervision. ATVs with engines of 90cc or greater are recommended for use only by riders 16 years and older. Our Sideby-Side Vehicles are recommended for use only by riders of 16 years and older. ATVs and Side-by-Side Vehicles are built to
operate within their design limits. Safe towable weights, together with maximum carrying capacity are identified in the
owner’s manual if applicable. For durability, reliability, but most important of all, operator and passenger (for Side-by-Side
Vehicle only) safety, under no circumstances should the recommended capacities be exceeded. ATVs can be hazardous to
operate. For your safety: always avoid paved surfaces. ATVs and Side-by-Side Vehicles are designed for unpaved surfaces
only. Riding on paved surfaces may seriously affect handling and control and can cause loss of control. Always wear a helmet,
eye protection, and protective clothing. Never carry any passengers on ATVs and always wear a seatbelt when riding a Sideby-Side Vehicle. Never engage stunt riding. Riding and alcohol/drugs don’t mix. Avoid excessive speed. And be particularly
careful on difficult terrain. Please ‘tread lightly’: always ride in a responsible manner, respecting the environment as well as
country and local laws. Yamaha recommends that all ATV and Side-by-Side Vehicle riders take an approved training course.
For safety and training information, see your dealer or call your Yamaha Distributor in your country. The specification and
appearance of Yamaha products will be varied from time to time without notice, and those shown here are for illustrative
purposes only and are not contractual descriptions of products. Some models are shown with optional accessories. The riders
in this brochure are professionals: don’t attempt to emulate them. All ATVs and Side-by-Side Vehicles come with a 12-month
Limited Factory Warranty. See your dealer for details.
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